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Commodore’s Report
Hi all,
One of the highlights of activity in our boat harbour this year has been
the steady stream of overseas visitors. They certainly add colour to the ever
changing scene
A feature of this for me has been the various totally different types of craft that
their skippers obviously regard as the ideal cruiser - from the go fast machines,
one of which crossed the Tasman in six days, to the more sedately wholesome
muscle boat type to a very traditional type built using the latest technology
available.
Another trend that seems to be emerging amongst these cruisers is the
ambition to experience the higher latitudes. It appears that the appeal of sunsoaked sandy beaches is becoming stale and these serious cruiser /
adventurers are looking for something more.
One of the by-products of these people turning up on our door step has been
the provision of a steady stream of Friday night speakers. Gordon can usually
be seen in hover mode when the arrival of a new potential speaker is imminent
and he has been instrumental in providing us with some fascinating evenings .
On the 5 May, Grant Dalton will be visiting the city with Camper, the latest
Team NZ Around The World Challenge boat. An opportunity to meet with
Grant and the crew will be provided at a luncheon at the club on that date.
.

Vern
Commodore
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Working Bee
A BIG THANK YOU.
to all the members
who took the trouble to come
to the club on Saturday, 9th April and
to take an active part in the
working bee. I was surprised and
delighted to see so many new members
working alongside the small group of
regulars who can be counted on to
make a point of coming.
Along with the many small tasks
on the list, there were
three major
works; the trailer boat park, the number
one pontoon and the cutting back of the
shrubs and trees in and around the
clubhouse and the caretakers residence.
The plant and tree growth over the
Summer?, had been phenomenal, in
spite of, or, perhaps, because of the
weather conditions.
The Rear Commodore led a
small team which got cracking on the
trailer park fence renewal. This was not
as straight forward as it might have
been, as the top strainer wire had to be
relocated. It also involved a tree
removal, but by the end of the day, the
job was complete and the whole
area looked great.
The Commodore, with his
specialist electrical skills, took charge
of the pontoon job. This entailed the
disconnection of all the electrical and
water main lines, the lifting of the
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walkway ramp, rigging a temporary
power supply for the pump and
removing the pile retaining arms, the
bolts for which had to be cut away. The
crew also installed four messenger lines
right around the pontoon to simplify
fitting lifting slings. By mid afternoon,
the pontoon was cleared away ready for
removal from the water on the
following Tuesday.
The other Members of the
working bee had not been idle. On the
previous Wednesday, Raewyn Maskill
of Delta, had looked over the entire
club premises, and recommended the
removal of many self sown shrubs as
well as substantial cutting back of other
plants. The working party set to with a
will, with loppers, chainsaws and weed
eaters going like mad, and by the lunch
break, had already made a huge
clearance around the clubhouse. The
club hired a chipper for the afternoon,
which operated throughout the
remainder of the day. Unfortunately, it
was rather on the small side, with the
result that there were still several
substantial heaps of foliage left at the
end of the day.
That should be
cleared away within the next week or
so weather permitting.
Several small jobs were also
attended to. Of course, more could
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have been done if more members
had taken the trouble to come to the
working bee. It is appropriate to
point out that if
members do not
support these working days, outside
contractors will have to be engaged
to carry out maintenance work.
While that will have the effect of
spreading the financial load
evenly over all club members,
it comes at a cost, with the inevitable
result that subscriptions and charges
will need to be increased.
As a group members will have
to decide how they wish the club to
proceed in the future. As always, the

Committee would very much like to
hear members views on the subject.
In summing up, it would be
fair to say that the day was a
successful one. The weather was cooperative and considering the
numbers involved, the result was
rather pleasing.
Once again, thank you to all
the workers for your efforts.

Geoff Murray
( Vice Commodore ).

Working Bee Buzz
Text and pictures by Ann Crane
Saturday 9th, April.
A working bee hmmmm.. A sunny day is guaranteed by Geoff,
should we take part? Well, why not, we like getting stuck into
projects. Wednesday to Friday prior to the working bee, the
weather is wet, windy, cold and very winter-like, suddenly the
thought of rolling my sleeves up Saturday morning didn’t seem
quite so interesting. Saturday dawned, cool and dull, but it wasn’t
raining.
Barry
and I loaded the
car with a variety
of gardening and
assorted
tools
f r o m
t h e
workshop.
We
arrived in time to
see John felling a
Fiona Balch & Josh Cunningham hard at work
Cabbage
Palm
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with his chainsaw.
Geoff, our works foreman, came forward and explained
anything marked with an orange blob had to go. Fiona was
already on hand blitzing the garden at the Club entrance along
with Josh Cunningham.
In no time at all they had the garden outside of the Office
window, cleared, weeded and tidied. I set to, cutting back the
vegetation that borders the drive entrance. The car park by now
was gradually filling up with piles of branches, weeds and old
plants. I started the morning with body warmer, jumper
and t-shirt, within the first hour the
body warmer had gone, followed
by the jumper. Calls from
Shirley, our trusty Chef and
Editor, coffee is ready and warm
muffin cakes. By now, the
weather is so good most of us
sat outside and enjoyed the sun
and fresh air, how often have we
Coffee Time
managed that this year.
Gordon (Caley) and Rachel
(Caswell) were doing a fantastic job
spring cleaning inside the Club
House. We worked on through the
morning to the sound of a chainsaw
concert.

Then the Chipper arrived and
Harold and Maurice got to work
shredding and chipping branches to
become mulching under the trees.
I assisted Fiona with some shrub
trimming in the front of Club
border, while others set to with
Colin Withnall preparing to join the
saws and chainsaws on some of
chainsaw symphony
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MARINE VHF RADIO OPERATORS QUALIFICATION (MVOQ)
and MARINE RADIO OPERATOR CERTIFICATE (MROC)
The scheduled 2011 Coastguard Boating Education MVOQ/MROC courses
at the Otago Yacht Club are:-.
May 17/19th
June 14/16th July 12/14th August 16/18th
September 13/15th October 18/20th
November 15/17th
Tuesday/Thursday 7pm to 10-00pm approx.
The normal venue for the course is the Otago Yacht Club, Magnet Street,
Otago Boat Harbour.
Tutor

Martin Balch
Email
mbtech@xtra.co.nz
Phone
4543 262
Mobile 0274 375242

Costs MVOQ $70. Includes the exam fee and a comprehensive set of notes.
Optional costs –
Credit card sized warrant card as extra ID $15
VHF call signs – A call sign is mandatory for a vessel - $27
MROC international VHF and HF qualification – an additional $30-00.
The internal examination, written and oral, is held on the Thursday as part of the course.
One day group courses at other venues on demand.

Please Note:You must have an operator’s licence to use a marine radio telephone. The MVOQ
course is designed to both gain the MVOQ operators certificate, and also to train you
in good operating and maintenance practices for your radio, as well as how marine
radio systems work in New Zealand and particularly the Otago/Southland area.
MVOQ is a New Zealand only VHF qualification and includes modules 1 and 2 of the
course.
MROC includes modules 1 and 2 plus module 3 and gives you VHF and HF qualifications
and is internationally recognised. The courses run in parallel, same venue, same time.
The course is open to all ages – all boaties – remember, it’s a good insurance to have
more than one capable radio operator on board.
We look forward to seeing you at the course.
Martin Balch
CBES Tutor
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the larger plants.
By
lunchtime most of the front
entrance to the Car Park
area was cleared. Josh had
cleaned most of the wooden
decking
around
the
Clubhouse.
Meanwhile, on the
harbourside, work had
Pontoon crew, Vern Hall, Les McBean,
Pete McGregor, Maurice Kane & Peter
Wilhelmsen.

commenced on preparing
Pontoon No 1 for its
removal by crane on
Tuesday for repairs.
Vern did the necessary
with the electrics to make
all safe, and work was
underway to loosen bolts
etc and to think about
how to get slings under
the pontoon ready for its
lift.
Barry Crane, our
Treasurer, continued the
work of clearing the front
of the garden on the
north
side of
the
Clubhouse, started by
another
member
(unfortunately, I do not
have his name). I assisted Barry, we also cleared two orange blobbed
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Barry digging and clearing

trees
and
lots
of
accumulated rubbish.
Bags of old paint trays,
ruined paintbrushes, old
tins, bottles and plastic
etc.
Lunchtime came,
Shirley had cooked us pie
and chips, and Kevin
served us all a much
welcomed cold beer or
soda. Carrot cake was
available for sweet,
followed by tea or coffee.
We sat around, in the

Relaxing at lunchtime

shade (did I
say that), and
chatted.
A f t e r
lunch, I went
for a walk to
see what the
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Richard & fence

other workers were up to. Richard
(Caswell) was busy working on repairing
some of the Trailer Yacht Park fencing,
Paul Anderson and family, also Jorge
and partner were replacing fencing at
the Leith end of the Park. Someone had
obviously been very busy round Kevin &
Kay’s house cutting back various shrubs
and trees. Jim Irvine and Josh were
using the water blaster cleaning a
walkway.
Back at the Clubhouse, the chipper
had been moved into the car park and
work had started on the huge pile of
vegetation. I helped Jill with clearing up
piles of vegetation, plastic, bottles etc.
The gutters (spouting) on the shower
block were weeded and the overhanging trees and bushes cut back,
by more of our intrepid workforce.
The weather was still sooooo nice that Paul Campion & Gerard
Kenny pushed off for a sail in Legato, taking her back up to Deborah
Bay.
By
four
o’clock
Kevin
was calling us
to the bar for
one more beer
or soda. Giving
us
all
an
opportunity to
sit, chat and
enjoy
the
afternoon sun.
There is
Harold has a little chipper
still work to be
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done clearing the chopped bushes, and the pontoon was successfully
moved on Tuesday, but that is another story for someone else to tell.
Did I enjoy the day—yes.
Would I do it again—yes.
Would I encourage others to come along to the next working
bee—yes. It is hard work, but it is a sociable and worthwhile
occupation.

Leith end of trailer yacht park

Of course, best of all was Geoff’s promise of fine weather. Just a
final thought, next time you are planning a trip to Stewart Island or
wherever ask Geoff for the forecast.
Footnote—There were many more people taking part than are
mentioned here, for not naming you all I apologise. For those I may
have mis-named and/or mis-spelt forgive me.
Ann Crane
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THE BIG LIFT.
Following the Saturday Working Bee, several Members were press-ganged into
coming along to the Club the next Tuesday to assist in the lifting of the Number One
Pontoon onto the shore. As most Members will be aware, this pontoon had not been out
of the water for quite some years and there were concerns about the state of the
underwater timbers. The pontoon had been leaking copious amounts of water, which
resulted in the pump working overtime. The cause of most of the leakage had been
identified some time ago and
measures taken to mitigate the
problem.
However, clearly the time
had arrived for an overhaul, and
Titan Cranes were consulted
about lifting the punt out in
April. It was decided, in view of
the estimated weight of the
pontoon, (approx 25 tons) that
two cranes would be needed, as
the punt had to be turned over so
the bottom could be worked on.
Also, the whole operation had to
be carried out as smoothly as
possible, in order to avoid any
undue strain on the
pontoon.
The Club owns five
large concrete blocks and
managed to borrow three
others, thanks to Hall Bros
Ltd. These were carefully
set out for the pontoon to
rest on.
At high Tide, the
100 ton crane began the
lift and in a few moments
had the pontoon ashore.
The 50ton crane moved
into position and the
delicate task of lifting and
turning over the punt was
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under way. The OYC team were all
much impressed at the very smooth
transition of the lift from one crane
to the other. The pontoon was not
subjected to any racking strains,
and arrived safely on the support
blocks at exactly the right position.
An inspection following
preliminary cleaning revealed that
the bottom of the pontoon is
in a reasonably good state of repair.
Les McBean gave the bottom, a
thorough clean with the Club water

blaster. Les and Steven Phillips
are going to carry out any
necessary repairs.
It is estimated that the
pontoon will be out of service for
up to eight weeks. Progress with
repairs will, of course, be
dependant on the weather.
Many thanks to the
members of the haulout team.
The success of the operation
rested fairly and squarely with

them. And, not forgetting the
efforts of the boys from Titan
Cranes Ltd ably led by Ricky.
They had everything nicely under
control and it was great to see
how skilfully they are able to
control their cranes.
I have included some
selected photos of the operation
and one of part of the OYC team.
Geoff Murray. ( Vice
Commodore ).
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T GIF
hank

od t’s

riday

May 6th
May 20th
Cost is $10:00 for adults
$5:00 for children
Bookings required by noon the day before
please!
shirleychef@xtra.co.nz
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More workday
pic’s from
Peter
Wilhelmsen
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In the clubhouse
May

Function

Time

2nd

OYA Committee

7:30pm

4th

YNZ CEO meet & greet

5:30pm

5th

Grant Dalton, Volvo Ocean Race

11am

6th

TGIF

From 5:30pm

10th

Water Safety N Z Forum

8am—2pm

18th

OYC committee

7:30pm

20th

TGIF

From 5:30pm

More workday
pic’s from
Peter
Wilhelmsen
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Dunedin to Oamaru Race
The following race report was dated 1972 but both Gordon Caley and Bill McIndoe
have put the date as 1973 (April 21st) and say it was not the first race of the current
period.
Seven yachts competed in the first Dunedin to Oamaru race to be held for a number of
years. The race started on Good Friday from Taiaroa Heads at 7am in very light
southerly conditions. North East freshening to a good steady breeze, remaining
constant for the rest of the day.
Maraval (Neil Brown) took the early lead and maintained it until the last hour of the
race. A tacking duel taking place between her and Tokoeka (Neville Crozier), and it
was only on the last board that Tokoeka was able to take the lead to win line honours
by thirty-six seconds at 6:15pm.
Maraval won on handicap, Tokoeka second and Red Gurnet (Gordon Caley) third.
The remainder of the yachts Tiercel (Bob Watt), Nina (Hugh McLean), Southwind
(Lyn McDonald) continued to arrive throughout the night; the last arriving about 3am
on Saturday. Pikawakawa (Arthur Doig) Stayed overnight at Moeraki, continuing on
to Oamaru on Saturday. Wanda (Peter Winders) powered up on Good Friday and
Caravelle (Bill McIndoe) arrived to join the fleet.
Four Timaru yachts Whispering Hope (David Young), Wanea (Arthur Bates), Corsair
(Tony Lister) and Tom Thumb made a pleasure cruise to Oamaru on Good Friday and
joined with Oamaru and Dunedin yachtsmen at a most enjoyable dinner held at the
Yacht Club on Saturday night, where I presentation of prizes by Mr. Gillies was made
to the winning yacht owners.
The Oamaru yachtsmen are to be congratulated on their organisation of the race and
dinner; maintaining radio contact throughout and even remaining on the finish line
until the last boat was in.
The yachts made their way home, most of the Dunedin ones leaving on Sunday
afternoon; some staying overnight at Moeraki and continuing on Monday, but
encountering a sixty knot gale off Otago Heads and seeking shelter in Waikouaiti Bay
(Tokoeka and Nina) and in the lee of the sand hills at the mole (Red Gurnet).
Caravelle elected to return to Moeraki.

The fifty nautical mile race will probably be a yearly event on the
O.Y.M.B.C. calendar.
Otago Yacht Club May 2011
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More workday
pic’s from
Peter
Wilhelmsen
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Editorial.
What a hive of industry there was at the club on April 11th for the
working bee. Much was achieved, much is still to happen.
Forty years of the Dunedin to Oamaru race on Good Friday, although
the report printed in ‘Cable’ says it was the first of the current period I think
that is inaccurate. I had a local ‘Old Salt’
check for me, according to his log this race
was in 1973 but was not the first as he had
raced in the first and so had Thelma,
Thelma not
mentioned here. If this year is indeed the
40th then the first, assuming a race every
year would have been 1972. Red Gurnet was
not in Dunedin at Easter 1972. (Still
Officers and Committee 2010-2011
checking)
Commodore

Vern Hall

Vice Commodore

Geoff Murray

Editor.

Rear Commodore Paul Anderson
I P Commodore
Club Captain
Treasurer

Barry Crane

Secretary

Fiona Balch

Committee

David Jennings

Deadline
for copy for
June Cable
is
Wednesday
20th
May
Cable Editor

Gordon Caley
John Chappell
Rob Wood
Peter Wilhelmsen
Les McBean
Warren McNoe
Harold Robertson

Social
Chit-Chat
in the
Clubhouse
Bar
every
Saturday
4pm — 6pm

Shirley Zwies.
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